Psychology and Energy Work
for Transformation

MENTORING WITH THELMA

As a continuation of her previous intensive work in providing chakra
training, consultation, and energy coaching for transformation, Thelma
now offers a long-distance mentoring program that is equally impactful.
By using audio/video calls via Zoom, you will be guided through
meaningful daily changes and transformation according to your
personal and professional objectives. If you are wishing to integrate
your intuition with your logic—and make the best out of both aspects—
this program might be helpful for you.
The methods used in this program include the modern approach to
psychology and the chakras’ inspirational energy exercises. Within
three months you will be working intensively on the transformations
that you set as your goals in your sign-up questionnaire. Essentially, this
program will be tailor-made to your own goals and priorities.
Who is Thelma? Thelma Natasuwarna in the founder of KARMARATI.
She is a chakra-work practitioner and has taught yoga since 2009 in
Jakarta. Thelma today resides in Ubud, Bali. Her approach to the
esoteric world of yoga, chakra, intuitive, and energy elds comprise of
applied psychology, humanistic aspects, and energy management.
Thelma is an Accredited Facilitator of Transformation through Values:
SelfTM. See her work and pro le at www.karmarati.com.

KARMARATI EMBODIMENT CENTER
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Nyuh Kuning, Ubud, Bali.
Email: connect.karmarati@gmail.com. Web: www.karmarati.com

A Shift in Awareness, Attention, Motivation
and Problem Solving

The process of your
transformative
work
Complete the Sign-Up Form in
Google Form, and Thelma (mentor)
will contact you for discussion.
Payment is only required after this
process.

MENTORING WITH THELMA

For three months you will work on
the practice guideline and update
the shared sheet to receive input
and recommendations from
Thelma.

This mentoring program is tailor-made to
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